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� Interagency coordinating mechanism for energy issues – from 2004

� Established to help ensure coherence in the UN system’s multi-disciplinary 
response to the World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) and to 
effectively engage non-UN stakeholders

� Combines some 20 UN agencies (incl. WB) with active energy portfolios 

� Work organized in 3 clusters with 2 lead agencies each.

1) ENERGY EFFICIENCY (IAEA, UNIDO)

2) RENEWABLE ENERGY (FAO, UNEP)

3) ENERGY ACCESS (UNDP, UN-DESA)
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7 years have passed since UN-Energy creation in 2004. Energy has 
dramatically moved to center stage since then and global clean energy 
investments reached the record high $243 billion in 2010



A New Compilation of Activities:

• Describes more than 40 energy-related 
programmes

• References some 130 publications that  address 
pressing energy challenges

• Presents UN-Energy members and the respective 
energy support services they provide

Forward-Looking Options:

• The need for a strong UN-Energy is clearer now 
than ever before

• An “external” mandate or framework is desirable

• May evolve to provide a common voice on energy 
issues and serve as entry point into the UN 
system’s work on energy

UN-Energy – Two recent publications

“Delivering on Energy” and “Looking to the Future”- www.un-energy.org



A New UN-Energy Knowledge Network (www.un-energy.org)



Global Portal for Clean Energy Policy Resources, Expert Assistance, and Peer Learning
http://www.CleanEnergySolutions.org



Sustainable Energy for All 

A Vision for 2030

Image source: World Bank, 2011



Global Context 
The global energy agenda is shaped by two 
predominant forces: 

• The need to address the energy deficit/energy poverty
• The need to shift energy production and consumption 

towards cleaner and greener patterns (to reduce pressure 
on environment and avoid dangerous climate change 

These create opportunities and challenges for all 
countries. 



Big Numbers

Under BAU, 1.3 billion people – or 16% of the world’s population – still lack access to electricity in 2030, 
despite more widespread prosperity & more advanced technology

Source: IEA, 2009



Global Energy Agenda: A New Direction
• 1.5 billion still lack access to electricity; 2.7 billion rely on 

traditional biomass;
• Unless we do something NOW: 1. 3 billion will still have no 

access to electricity and the number of those relying on 
biomass will rise to 2.8 billion

– New approach is needed:
– Prioritization of energy agenda;
– International framework of action: i.e. Action Agenda 

(based on concrete goals and targets)
– Dedicated funding mechanisms);
– Performance indicators to measure progress



The UN Secretary-General’s 

Advisory Group on Energy and Climate Change (AGECC)

• Established in 2009 by Ban Ki-moon

• High-level, multi-stakeholder (public/private)

Recommendations:

• Ensure universal access to modern energy 
services by 2030

• Reduce global energy intensity by 40 per cent by 
2030



2012 – International Year of Sustainable Energy for All

UN GA Resolution 65/151

• In paragraph 4, the Assembly encourages all Member 
States, the United Nations system and all other actors 
“to take advantage of the Year to increase the 
awareness of the importance of addressing energy 
issues, including modern energy services for all, 
access to affordable energy, energy efficiency and the 
sustainability of energy sources and use.”

• In paragraph 5, the Assembly requests the Secretary-
General “to submit to the General Assembly at its 
sixty-seventh session a report on the implementation 
of the present resolution, taking into account, inter 
alia, the initiatives taken by Member States and 
international organizations to create an enabling 
environment at all levels for the promotion of access 
of energy and energy services.”

• Great opportunity for UN-
Energy;

• Provides political framework 
for international action

• Aggregate many disperse 
activities

• Creates a framework for 
Campaign and advocacy

• Need Champions in and 
outside UN



Sustainable Energy for All: High Level Initiative of 

the UN Secretary-General



www.sustainableenergyforall.org



THANK YOU!

For more information please visit 

UN Energy Knowledge Network

http://www.un-energy.org


